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Abstract. The paper discusses the automation of the processing of images 
obtained with an oscilloscope using National Instruments LabVIEW 
software. The mathematical background is presented as well as standard 
hardware communication interface. The block diagram of the electrical 
signal acquisition and processing system and the front panel with an 
example of processed waveforms is shown in the paper.  

1 Introduction 

The calibration process is an integral part of an environmental test using laser techniques to 
model the destabilizing effects on a device [1–3]. The main objective of the calibration 
process is a determination of the calibration factor. The calibration factor is determined by 
comparison of the dependences of the reaction of the device under the external influence and 
a laser source in pulse mode. One of the problems encountered during the work with external 
influence sources is interference signals. Hence, there is a need for software processing of 
the information received from the measurement equipment [4, 5]. In particular, the challenge 
is to create the software allowing to determine the integral from the waveform (the area 
under the curve), since the integral of the interference is significantly smaller than that of the 
useful signal. It is also necessary to automate the process of determining the minimum and 
maximum of the test signal during the laser testing. Ease data collection and processing 
based on existing test systems are required as well. It is necessary to ensure the ability to 
save the information in a convenient form for further work. 

2 Hardware and software 
Operating mode of the chip during the environmental test is set using a PXI platform based 
on the NI PXI–1033 chassis. This platform includes NI PXI-7951R FPGA module with NI 
6581 I/O adapter, NI PXI-4110 module as a voltage supply, and PXI-4070 digital 
multimeter for control of the current consumption. 
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The software for interfacing Tektronix TDS 2024B oscilloscope with a computer and 
further data processing was implemented in NI LabVIEW programming environment with 
NI-VISA module. 

3 Description of the solution 
Block diagram of the system for collecting and processing electrical signals is shown in 
Figure 1. 

During the experiment, PXI-7951 FPGA module with NI 6581 adapter and PXI-4110 
supply module set the control signals and bias of the DUT respectively. Oscilloscope 
measured the parameters of the output signals. 

Test signals are inputted to an analog oscilloscope and a one-dimensional array of 
digital data is transmitted to a computer using USB interface. 

 

 
Figure 2. The front panel of the virtual instrument. Offset Integral is a constant component, Reaction 
Integral is the total integral, Integral is the total integral with DC component subtracted, Min – the 
minimum value of the signal on the waveform, Max - the maximum value of the signal on the 
waveform. 

The array has a capacity of 2500 elements and contains the signal digitized by the 
oscilloscope in ADC units. Each element of the array contains the result of digitizing by 8 

 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the system for collecting and processing electrical signals. 
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bit ADC in a form of an integer number. Values fall in a range from -127 to 128. To 
determine the transformation coefficient of ADC conversion units the expression (1) is 
applied in Volts. N – the number of cell divisions the oscilloscope grid; D – vertical 
division of the oscilloscope 

K = N·D/256     (1) 
The minimum and the maximum value are determined by the oscilloscope and obtained 

by the program from Meas1 and Meas 2 registers. 
Integral calculation program performs the summation of all the data from an array of 

post-trigger, which were multiplied by the corresponding values of the scale factor sweep 
oscilloscope. If there is a constant component available in the signal, it will be taken into 
account in the final result (2). 

Integral = Reaction_integral - Offset_integral  (2) 
The constant component is calculated by the method indicated above, but 250 array 

elements are taken before trigger point, that is, until the arrival of the signal, which is 
multiplied by a constant equal to N/250 where N– number of elements in the array after the 
trigger. The Figure 2 shows the front panel of the program. 

 

  

Figure 3. Typical reaction during calibration: a – External influence; b – Laser light source. 
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Figure 4. Combined charts based on the calibration coefficient obtained using the developed 
software. 

 
The program allows the waveform to be saved as a png file (Figure 3), and, as seen on 

Figure 2, can be easily integrated as a functional unit of the test system [6–12], and allows 
us to work with the oscilloscope remotely, if necessary [13]. 

The possibility of remotely work is provided by sending to the oscilloscope commands 
such as CH<x>:SCAle <NR3> (set scale-division value), MEASU:MEAS1:VALue? (check 
the scale-division value), HORizontal:MAIn:POSition? (check the position of the start of 
the trigger), HORizontal:MAIn:POSition <NR3> (set the position of the beginning of the 
trigger) via NI-VISA driver. 

Using the developed software, graphs shown in Figure 4 were obtained and matched 
using the calibration factor. During an environmental test, this software is useful for 
monitoring parameters such as output voltage drop at logical zero and logical one  
(Figure 5), the pulse response of current consumption. 

 

  
Figure 5. Typical reaction: a – Waveform obtained to monitor the output high logic level;  
b – Waveform obtained for low logic level control (switch from the low logic level to a high logic 
level). 
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4 Implementation and its prospects
The developed software is successfully implemented and used in JSC “ENGOs SPELS” as 
a signal processing system with Tektronix TDS 2024B oscilloscope.  

Improvement of software for measurement dynamic characteristics is planned, such as 
data access time (time elapsed since an enable signal and the output lines to establish 
relevant data), the rise time and fall time of the signal, control of the frequency of the 
output signals. 

5 Conclusions
Thus, system is developed for collecting and processing electrical signals and allowing to 
determine the integral from the waveform of the signal under examination and to determine 
the maximum and minimum value. Developed software gives the opportunity to save 
measured waveforms in .png file format, is compatible with already existing test facilities 
and can be used as a separate functional block. One should notice that developed software 
allows controlling the oscilloscope remotely; this fact is of particularly importance when 
working on test facilities. 
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